Although the vast majority of businesses today are aware of the dangers of cybercrime, too many are not effective at preventing breaches and other security events. Only a combination of products and services build cyber resilience. DRS, together with our vendor partners, provide the tools and the knowledge you need to secure your environment. Using the NIST Framework, we follow best practices in managing cyber security-related risk to help you detect, recover, respond and protect.

“Education about cyber security helps mitigate the biggest threat - the human element”

The human element is not only the greatest challenge facing the IT security community, but the hardest to mitigate against. The only way to lessen this risk is through training and awareness. Cyber security awareness training limits employee-related risks and helps make information security a cultural norm in organisations through ongoing education.

Through security awareness, a measurable impact can be achieved in the cyber resilience of an organisation. A comprehensive approach is needed to educate employees on the importance of security. DRS enables that comprehensive approach through an understanding of security best practices, psychology, and a focus on user behaviour and behaviour modification.
User Awareness

Cyber Security

DRS provides a number of security awareness solutions, including:

Video-based training modules with granular reporting
DRS provides video-based training through a dedicated vendor platform that can be customised to include your company logo and company-specific messages.

Campaign management
With significant experience in running security campaigns in both large and small corporates, DRS can offer campaign management support for rolling out your security awareness program.

Workshops
DRS can provide specialists to deliver one-on-one training to specific departments or staff members around security awareness and the need to be cyber savvy.

Security awareness talks
These tailored presentations address topics including Phishing, Vishing, Smishing, Whaling, Password Protection, Social Media and Cyber-bullying in the workplace and home.

Activation days
DRS will assist your company to launch your training, utilising various strategic techniques.

Phishing simulations
Phishing simulations allow you to monitor and analyse the effectiveness of your users’ security awareness training, revealing what scams your users fall for.